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Introduction
The Mapping of Legal Aid Sector in Bangladesh is a national survey on the legal aid
programmes and services provided in the country and initiated by the Justice Sector
Facility (JSF) project, a United Nations Development (UNDP) and Government of UK
funded initiative which is aimed at strengthening the quality of justice delivery in
partnership with the Law & Justice Division of the Ministry of Law, Justice &
Parliamentary affairs. Indeed, JSF is also holding a strong mandate to support the
National Legal Aid Services Organization (NLASO) and other relevant justice
institutions so that the poor and indigent can avail the legal aid system and fulfill their
rights. The project has also initiated consultation meetings and massive awareness
outreach, including bringing additional technical expertise and resources to support
improvements in legal aid delivery from a sectoral perspective. It focuses on capacity
building both within and between institutions.
There are a good number of government and non-government organizations (NGOs)
involved in dispensation of legal aid services in Bangladesh. Their services include legal
representation, legal advice, ADR and creating legal awareness by paralegals and
lawyers. But it is well established and commonly believed that there is a serious lack of
coordination among the service providers. Presently no coordination effort among civil
society actors involved in the provision of legal aid services for improved access to
justice has been established. Furthermore, referral mechanisms are not in place between
agencies based on their mandate and scope of work. Neither documentation nor
information sharing systems has been established within both state and non-state
agencies. Strategies to enhance linkage between legal aid providers to support synergies
and expand legal aid coverage are not also developed effectively.
In order to provide legal aid services systematically on a national scale, it is necessary
to ensure that specific frameworks for legal aid services are established and maintained
through the development of common strategies and effective work –plans to further and
broaden the development of legal aid services.

Approach and Methodology
This Mapping consists of review of documents, interview with key informants and
institutions vist to collect first-hand information as well as relevant data as to legal aid
services.
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Legal Provisions
The Constitution is the supreme law of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh. There are
at least 26 fundamental rights guaranteed for the citizens between article 26-44 in the
third chapter of the Constitution. Amongst these Constitutional provisions, most
important are equality before law, non-discrimination on the grounds of religion, race,
caste, sex etc., right to protection of law, protection of right to life and personal liberty,
safeguards as to arrest and detention etc. In addition to the Constitution, there are several
laws that also incorporate various provisions to provide legal aid to the poor litigants.
Order 33, Rule 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure 1908 and Section 340 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure 1898 govern legal aid for the poor and impoverished litigants. But
the most influential law in the field of legal aid in Bangladesh is Legal Aid Services
Act, 2000 that governs the governmental legal aid system across the country.
Types of legal aid services available in Bangladesh
There are a number of governmental and non-governmental organizations that provide
variety of legal services. These services include followings:












Legal Advice
Court Representation
Government led Mediation
NGO led Mediation
NGO led Shalish
Victim Support Service
Shelter Home/Rehabilitation Center
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Paralegal service
Investigation, Monitoring and Reporting of Human Rights Violations
Referal of cases for legal aid to GO/NGOs

Organizational identity, Mandate and Services
There are a number of well known organizations that mainly run the legal aid programs as
of regular activities. These organizations can be termed as main stream legal aid
organizations. The mission of these organizations is, more or less, to ensure equal
protection of law for the poor and disadvantaged. There are some other organizations that
also run legal aid programs, but not as of regular activities. These programs or activities are
project based in nature. Nine legal aid providing organizations have been deliberately
selected for the purpose of current state of legal aid in Bangladesh. Out of nine
organizations, four are governmental that includes National Legal Aid Services
Organization, Victim Support Centre and Multi-Sectoral Program on Violnce Against
Women and remaining six non-governmental organizationas/initiatives comprising Ain O
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Shalish Kendra, Bangladesh Legal Aid & Services Trust, Bangladesh National Women’s
Lawyers Association, Matharipur Legal Aid Association, BRAC sponsored Human Rights
& Legal Aid Program and Nagorik Uddog.

Area Coverage

Name of
Organization

District

Upazila

Union

268
-

2631
-

MSPVW (OCC)
ASK
BLAST
BRAC
BNWLA
MLAA

64
08
(07 division+ 01 district)
40
19
19
61
34
12

NU

11

25

NLASO
VSC

20
425
18
43

4216
12
282

Strengths and weakness of legal aid providing organizations
The key strengths of governmental organizations includes sustainability, longevity, legal
framework, judicial affiliation, institutional entity and availability of fund and resources while
mentionable NGOs strengths are wide network, strong monitoring, service oriented, result
based activities, skilled human resources and specialization. On the contrary, the weakness of
governmental organizations covers procedural complexity,
lack of monitoring and
coordination, lengthy delivery process etc while major NGOs weakness are lack of fund,
donor dependency, time bound program etc.

GO-NGO collaboration
From this mapping, it is experienced that GO-NGO collaboration would be able to exert
positive impact towards removing the weakness of GO and limitations of the NGOs.
Collaboration actually refers to public and private sector actors work together based on
common goals, objectives and also for strategies within the resources available. But
there is a serious lack of collaboration between GO-NGOs in the legal aid program
currently working in Bangladesh.
Role of lawyers
Lawyers have been integral part of legal aid in protecting the poor’s right of access to
justice by providing legal services in the framework of both GO and NGO legal aid.
A big number of panel lawyers proved themselves to be effective in service delivery
while the role of many lawyers is still not satisfactory. There is a common perception
in the common people that lawyers deliberately make delay in contesting cases for
personal interest. Lawyer organizations specially the Bar Council and Bar Associations
are not playing any significant role to sensitize the lawyer community to the legal aid
services though they have ample opportunity to do so.
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Knowledge sharing
As a part of knowledge sharing mechanism, legal aid providing organizations, from
time to time, undertake various activities such as organizing workshop/seminar, view
exchange meeting, joint event, national conferences etc, publishing yearly and
quarterly journal, reports, bulletin etc, lunching website, blog, social network etc,
installation of sign board, bill board etc, dissemination of leaflet, pamphlet etc.
Legal Status
Except the governmental organizations, all main stream legal aid providing NGOs got
registered with the NGO Affairs Bureau under Foreign Donation (Voluntary Activities)
Ordinance 1978. Some others got registered with the Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies and Firms under Societies Registration Act 1860. Moreover, some NGOs
got registered with several authorities such NGO Affairs Bureau, Women Affairs
Department, Micro Credit Regulatory Authority and Department of Social Services.
Governmental organizations was created either by the provision of law or through
executive decision.
Funding of legal aid organizations
The governmental organizations usually receive fund from government. They also
receive fund from external sources to some extent. NGOs receive fund from various
external sources such as bi-lateral, multi-lateral or individual initiatives with donors
and international organizations.
Monitoring Tools
The monitoring mechanisms of studied organizations have not been found up to
satisfactory level. The monitoring tools used by NGOs in the case of internal
administration and also in legal aid delivery system is much more better in compared
with those of governmental organizations. Parent Ministry though oversees the function
of governmental organizations, often it seems to be ineffective and not so purposeful.
On the contrary, NGOs are accountable to funding authority for operational purpose of
programs and therefore NGOs relentlessly attempt to establish effective monitoring
system.
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Chapter-I
Introduction, Background and Rationale
1. Introduction, Background and Rationale
1.1 Introduction
Legal aid is an essential tool in ensuring access to justice especially for the poor and
impoverished. It is essential to materialize the politico-legal notion of equality, which
calls for treatment of every individual on equal footing. Providing legal aid to the poor
and needy in Bangladesh is not only a legislative requirement, but very importantly a
constitutional mandate of the State. The state is constitutionally bound to ensure
equality before law and equal protection of law for its citizen. In order to fulfill this
obligation, Bangladesh administers country wide legal aid programs for poor and
underprivileged. Side by side the state-owned legal aid, there exist NGO model legal
aid system operating both in regionally and nationally.
1.2 Background
Despite the existence of both government and NGO legal aid in Bangladesh, a big
number of people are still deprived of their constitutional rights of access to justice
caused mainly by poverty, illiteracy, ignorance and exploitation. Cost of legal
processes is often unaffordable to the poor. They become harasses in the court
premises. The expenses like court fee, lawyers fee and other unseen expenses,
lengthy judicial procedure, interference by local politicians and wealthy elites
including threats of violence, insufficient effort from the judiciary and the
government to provide legal defenses in a proper case often barred the people to get
access to justice. Poor women become discriminated in accessing to justice mainly
for ignorance. Despite the fact that women are subjected to many forms of violence
and discrimination, including physical, mental and emotional pain at home, in school,
in the workplace and in the society - they even do not raise any voice against this
inequality. They rather silently bear all agony. Due to lack of security and protection
for women victim and witness women feel threat to file cases, in some cases after
filing cases women cannot continue the cases due to threat of opposition, sometimes
do the compromise with the perpetrator. In addition to this, there are some defects
arises from legal aid laws that makes impediment to implement the legal aid scheme
in practice. Focusing on these obstacles, the real situation in providing legal aid in
Bangladesh practically could be realized and then it will be easy to find out the
solutions so as to overcome the situation.
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1.3 Rationable of the Mapping
The GoB, having recognized that the current state legal aid scheme needs to be
restructured, renovated and expanded for its overall progress and sustainability. The
Civil Society organizations as well as the main stream legal aid providing NGOs have
a strong mandate to establish a legal aid culture throughout the country with the
resources making available. A number of issues that closely connected with the future
stability of both government and NGO legal aid in Bangladesh need to be reviewed
cautiously for making future plan and implementation strategies with objectively
verifiable indicators, performance focused and need- assessed monitoring, review and
evaluation apparatus.
1.4 Justice Sector Facility Project
Justice Sector Facility (JSF) project is a joint initiative undertaken by Law and Justice
Division of the Ministry of Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs, UNDP and DFID.
Delivery of timely, affordable and accessible justice for all people is a key priority for
the JSF project. The JSF project has been promoting the government legal aid scheme
with a view to strengthening legal aid delivery mechanism so that the poor and indigent
people can have equal protection of law as like as the rich and affluent people have.
The project provides support to improve the performance of key sector institutions,
policies and practices through a combination of interventions that cut across the various
justice sector institutions including NLASO aiming at strengthening communication,
coordination and co-operation within and between them. JSF, in consultation with
NLASO has made a plan to conduct a mapping of legal aid services throughout
Bangladesh combining both government and NGO legal aid programme.
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Chapter-II
Scope and Objectives
2. Scope and Objectives
2.1 Objective
This mapping is intended to present a comprehensive analysis of the existing legal aid
program, including on-going services & activities undertaken by the Government,
NGOs and other public and private sector including development actors, and the gaps
or limitations that exists in those programs. The key objective of this mapping is to bring
out appropriate recommendations for making Government & NGO legal aid services
fully service oriented, easy accessible and more functional with speedy but quality legal
services. The mapping will also go an in-depth assessment of legal aid provider’s
organizational capacity as well as service delivery procedure. This mapping will bring
out an overall picture of legal aid sector in Bangladesh with its extent, availability of
service, governance and limitation and also puts forward certain recommendations as
a way out for promoting quality service, accountability, transparency and good
governance in the sector.
2.2 Scope
The mapping has included an in-depth analysis of legal aid laws, policy, regulation,
relevant brochures etc as well as situation appraisal, and recommend at what point in
those processes, and through what mechanism, access to legal aid can best be provided.
It has purported to identify the best practices currently in existence in the administration
and delivery of legal aid in Bangladesh, determine their applicability to those areas
recognized as being below standard, and make appropriate recommendations for
change. In addition, lessons and best practices learnt in other legal systems have also
been shared in formulating the appropriate strategies and policies for effective and
efficient implementation of the legal aid mechanism.
Considering above situation, the mapping has been undertaken applying following
issues:
 Review the laws, rules and other policy documents, brochure or booklets of legal aid
provider institutions, both governmental and non-governmental so far related with the
legal aid services involving the poor and indigents.
 Identify the current legal aid models with specification of structural framework,
organizational capacity, mandates, functions and geographical coverage in legal aid
service delivery.
 Bring out the areas of gap for joint collaboration of GO-NGOs in providing legal aid
services to the poor and destitute and suggest appropriate recommendations to establish
linkage among informal legal aid providers and formal justice sector agencies.
 Analyse the situation from the perspective of legal aid beneficiaries. Categorise the legal
aid recipients based on gender as well as nature of assistance, i.e. legal advice, court
representation and mediation or out of court settlement and suggest possible
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recommendations how to make the state legal aid fund more useful to the poor and
marginalised people.
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Chapter-III
Methodology
3.1 Specific methods applied in this mapping were based upon three principal
components:
Desk-Study:
A comprehensive and through has been conducted on the relevant laws, rules and other
policy documents, brochure or booklets of legal aid provider institutions, both
governmental and non-governmental so far related with the legal aid services involving
the poor and indigents. In this process other documents concerned with the structure
and operations of the various legal aid mechanism were also included.
Consulting:
Interviews of structured and semi-structured, focus group discussions, key-persons
consultation and questionnaire surveys have been conducted with designated target
groups to extract the views, experience and ideas of beneficiaries, key-actors and stakeholders within the legal and judicial services sector on the relevant issues.
Chronicling:
In this process, search for sources other than desk-studies, interviews and surveys
especially carried out for the project and other information which throws light on
relevant objectives and output of the study.

3.2 Following methods have been applied in this mapping:
a.

Review of Documents: An in-depth diagnostic study has been conducted on
authentic materials as well as organizational data of legal service providers. The
process maintained by the service provides in delivering legal aid has been taken
into consideration. The extent of legal services has also been analysed. Formal
structure of various organizations along with mandates, areas of specialization,
geographical coverage etc has also been reviewed.

b. Interview with Key Informants: Structured and semi-structured interviews,
focus group discussions, key-informant consultation and questionnaire surveys has
been conducted with relevant designated persons and/or officers to elicit the views,
experience and ideas of beneficiaries, key-actors and stake-holders within the legal
and judicial services arena on relevant issues.
c.

Organization Visit: This process includes physical inspection of various legal
aid organization to assess their actual capacity. Real assessment of organizational
record has been made out through these visits. Performance, gaps and other
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challenges in the field of legal aid has been be accumulated.
3.3 The mapping has been structured in following levels:
a. National Level Consultations: National Level Consultations has been
conducted through meeting with government and leading legal aid institutions
particularly with Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) as well as legal aid and
human rights activists, civil society, key-actors, stakeholders and media.
b. Institutional Level Consultations: Institutional Level Consultations has been
conducted in particular institutions specially engaged in delivery of legal services.
These consultations has been made through direct consultation and structured
interviews with primary and secondary beneficiaries.

c. Review & Analysis: Data, information and statistics so far related with the
mapping of legal aid has been categorically re-arranged. The same has also been
comparatively reviewed and analysed. The potentiality as well as the gaps among
the legal aid organizations has been identified and possible linkage with the
government legal aid program has been made out through review and analysis.

MAPPING PROCESS

Data collection
methods and tools

Review of
Documents

Interview
with Key
Informants

Consultation,
Review & Analysis

Organization
Visit

National
Level
Consultation

Institutional
Level
Consultation

Review and
Analysis
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3.4. Organizations mapped out

A. Governmental Organizations
a) National Legal Aid Services Organization
b) Victim Support Centre
c) Multi-Sectoral Program on Violence against Woman

B. Non-Governmental Organizations
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Ain O Shalish Kendra
Bangladesh Legal Aid & Services Trust
Bangladesh National Women’s Lawyers Association
Matharipur Legal Aid Association
Human Rights & Legal Aid Program, BRAC
Nagorik Uddyog (The Citizen's Initiative)
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Chapter-IV
Overview of Legal Aid Provisions in Bangladesh
4. Overview of Legal Aid Provisions in Bangladesh
4.1 Legal Aid- a Constitutional Obligation

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. Everyone is equal before
the law and entitled without any discrimination to equal protection of the law. The
Constitution of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh itself recognizes the legal aid as
an instrument to materialize the fundamental rights of the people. In the preamble of
the Constitution of Bangladesh it has been pledged that one the fundamental aims of the
state is to realize a society in which equality of justice would be secured for all citizens.
Article 19 reveals that the state shall endeavour to ensure equality of opportunity to all
citizens. Article 33(1) states that any person arrested shall not be denied the right to
consult and be defeated by a legal practitioner of his choice. In terms of provisions
embedded in the constitution as well as other legal instruments, the government is under
obligation to provide free legal aid to the poor and impoverished. Despite such
obligation, a big number of people in Bangladesh are still deprived of access to justice
due to poverty, ignorance, illiteracy and exploitation. Unfortunately, the concept of
legal aid in Bangladesh commonly denotes amongst many as a form of charity rather
than social or legal protection. However, the legal aid sector in Bangladesh is growing
faster over the last couple of years. People has started sensing the legal aid as a means
and tools of ensuring justice and it is now widely taken as a matter of right rather than
a charity. Bangladesh, being a developing country of the South East Asia, is relentlessly
attempting to establish a society where poor and disadvantaged people can have easy
access to justice. Both the NGO and Government -owned legal aid programs exist here
for legal protection of poor justice seeker people.
4.2 Legal Aid under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
The provision of legal aid was incorporated in the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 more
than 100 years ago. This is called pauper suit provision (Order XXXIII, Rule 1). A
person is a ‘pauper’ when he is not possessed of sufficient means to enable him to pay
the fee prescribed by law for the plaint in such suit; or, where no such fee is prescribed,
when he is not entitled to property worth one hundred taka other than his necessary
wearing- apparel and the subject matter of the suit.
The Conscious Law Dictionary implies that a pauper, is a poor person especially one
so indigent as to depend on charity for maintenance or one supported by some public
provisions; one so poor that he must be supported at public expense. The words ‘pauper’
and ‘poor’ have nearly the same meaning and they both embrace several classes. From
the present socio-economic conditions, it is clear that the provision of legal aid under
the CPC has become not only insufficient but also impracticable. This provisions of
suit by paupers needs to be updated. In India the words 'suit by paupers' was amended
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by the words 'suits by indigent persons" in 1976. By the same amendment explanation
of 'pauper' was also changed. The definition of pauper is given in our Code which says
if a person is not possessed of sufficient means to enable him to pay the fee prescribed,
when he is not entitled to property worth of Tk. 100 other than his necessary wearing
apparel and the subject matter of the suit. The value of Tk. 100 though reasonable during
the British period, it is now almost worthless amount in the present perspective. In
Indian Code the definition was amended with: "if he is not possessed of the sufficient
means to enable him to pay the fee prescribed by the law for the plaint in such suit or if
he is not entitled to property worth one thousand rupees....” They have also amended
the provisions for inquiry into the means of an indigent person.
4.3 Legal Aid under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898
There are also provisions relating to the right to legal defense have been made in the
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898. According to section 340 (1) any person accused of
an offence before a criminal court, or against whom proceedings are instituted under
this code in any such court, may of right be defended by a pleader. More recently, the
Legal Remembrance's Manual, 1969 provides that an indigent person accused of an
offence punishable with death sentence is to be provided with the assistance of' a lawyer
at the expense of the state. The above provisions may be seen as embedded in a 'negative
right’1 to legal aid contained in the Constitution of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh.
Article 33(1) of the Constitution provides that no arrested person shall be detained in
custody without being informed of the grounds for such arrest, nor shall he be denied
the right to consult and be defended by a legal practitioner of his choice.
The need for legal aid is felt more in criminal matters as the life, property and personal
liberty of a person are inseparably connected there. As regards criminal matters, section
340 Cr. P.C. states that an accused should be defended by a lawyer and he must pay the
fees and nothing more. Commenting on section 340 (1) of the Code of Criminal
Procedure, 1898, the Supreme Court of India observed that the right conferred by
section 340 (1) does not extend to a right in an accused person to be provided with a
lawyer by the State, or by the police or by the Magistrate. That is a privilege given to
him and it is his duty to ask for a lawyer if he wants to engage one and to engage one
himself or get his relations to engage one for him. The only duty cast on the Magistrate
is to afford him the necessary opportunity.
4.4 Legal Aid under the Legal Aid Services Act, 2000
The Government started Legal Aid System in the country for the first time in 1994 by
adopting a resolution to establish National Legal Aid Committee, charged to provide
legal aid at the national and district level. This scheme was later modified and
formalized into legislation as the Legal Aid Services Act, 2000 (“LASA”), which came
into effect in 2001. LASA established a countrywide legal framework with a view to
providing legal aid to the poor litigants who are incapable of seeking justice due to
financial insolvency, destitution, helplessness and also for various socio-economic
conditions. It was an initiative taken by the government to provide legal assistance to
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indigent litigants either in the cases filed and/or to be filed. In terms of LASA, National
Legal Aid Services Organization (NLASO), a statutory body has been established to
implement the government legal aid program across the country. NLASO implements
legal aid programs through Supreme Court Committee, District Committee, Special
Committee, Upazila Committee & Union Committee.
The legal aid program in Bangladesh was not initially successful. It witnessed a huge
struggle to spread Government legal aid service across the country. Identifying the
major barriers to the effective Legal Aid services the Government of Bangladesh
successfully dealt the impediment with its utmost endeavour. The NLASO got
tremendous success in the year 2009 when the government restructured the
Organization with support of all requirements. The goal of the NLASO is to provide the
best possible legal aid services to the poor justice seekers of Bangladesh under the terms
of the Legal Aid Services Act, 2000 within the resources provided. NLASO is having
its head office at Dhaka. The general direction and administration of the affairs and
functions of the organization shall vest in a National Board of Management. The
National Board of Management consists of 19 members.
The legal aid scheme now in force under the LASA is known as state funded legal aid
program, which is described in the separate chapter.
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Chapter-V
State Funded Legal Aid Programme

4. State funded Legal Aid Program
4.1 National Legal Aid Service Organization (NLASO)
The Government legal aid program currently administered within the legal framework
of the Legal Aid Services Act, 2000. This Act defines the meaning and scope of legal
aid and further it establishes a governmental organization called as National Legal Aid
Services Organization (NLASO) to make the legal aid available for the poor and
indigent. Bangladesh government approved Legal Aid Services Regulations in 2001.
The Regulation deals with the process of legal aid application, nomination of panel
lawyers and payment of panel lawyer fee etc. Bangladesh government also adopted
Legal Aid Services Policy in 2001 (now Legal Aid Policy 2014) which determines the
eligibility for receiving legal aid. The goal of the NLASO is to provide the best possible
legal aid services to the poor justice seekers of Bangladesh under the terms of the Legal
Aid Services Act, 2000 within the resources provided. NLASO is having its head office
at Dhaka. The general direction and administration of the affairs and functions of the
organization is vested in a National Board of Management chaired by the Minister,
Ministry of Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs. The National Board includes
representatives from various Ministries, Parliamentarians, Bar Council, Supreme Court
Registrar office, Supreme Court Bar Association, Jatiya Mahila Sangstha, national
NGOs and women representatives. Daily operations are run by a Director who is
primarily responsible for implementation of Board decision. NLASO receives fund
from the government on year to year basis for the purpose of legal aid. Although
different Legal Aid Committees are involved with the implementation of government
legal aid program, NLASO allocate the fund only to District Legal Aid Committee
(DLAC). The DLAC spend the major portion of this fund as of lawyer’s fee for
conducting litigation on behalf of poor legal aid recipients.
NLASO Vision
NLASO specifies its vision and mission emphasizing the constitutional mandate of legal
aid. The vision of NLASO is to ensure equal protection of the law for all and equal
access to justice for the poor and disadvantaged. This vision recognizes that the poor
and helpless people have the same right as the rich enjoys in the society.
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Institutional Framework of NLASO

National Legal Aid Services Organization
Ministry of Law, Justice & Parliamentary Affairs
Law & Justice Division

National Board of
Management

National Legal Aid Services
Organization

Supreme Court
Committee

District
Committee

Labour Court
Committee

Chowki Court
Committee

District
Legal Aid
Office
Upazila
Committee

Union
Committee
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Name of Committee

Nos. of District/
Upazila/Union

Fully formed and
activated Committee

District Legal Aid Committee
Upazila Legal Aid Committee
Union Legal Aid Committee

64
488
4550

64
232
2123

Earlier there was no existence of legal aid committee in the Supreme Court due to
statutory limit. However, NLASO has been providing legal aid to some limited extent
to the poor and indigents in the Supreme Court with its special arrangement over a
couple of years. Recently, the law has been amended incorporating the provision of
Supreme Court legal aid committee. New provision has also been inserted in the law to
form some Special Committees for the Labour Court as well as for the Chowki courts
situated in the remote areas of the country. Formation of both the Supreme Court
committee and Special Committee is under process.

Name of Committee

Supreme Court Committee

Nos. of Courts

01

Labour Court Committee

7 (3 in Daka, 2 in
Ctg, 1in
Khulna, 1in
Rajshahi)

Chowki Court Committee

43

Progress in forming
committee
Formation of committee is
almost finished. Chairman
as well as member-secretary
has been nominated. But
the committee is not yet
activated.
Committee has not formed
due to lack of relevent
regulation. However, a
separate ‘Legal Aid Cell’
has been established in
Dhaka
Formation of Chowki Court
Committee is not yet
initiated due to lack of
relevant regulation.
However, legal aid is being
given almost in all Chowki
Courts by the concerned
DLACs with specil
arrangement.

Extent of NLASO Services
According to section 2 of LASA, NLASO is committed to render legal advice and
services for the cases filed or pending or to be filed before a Court, to provide any other
assistance including relevant expenses for cases, to pay remuneration to the mediator or
arbitrator appointed resolving a case. It is also the task of NLASO is to pay remuneration
to the panel lawyers for conducting the legal aid cases.
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However, NLASO presently provides wide range of legal services to the poor and
disadvantaged. It offers legal advice to the poor clients. It helps the clients appointing
panel lawyer for conducting cases before the Court and even it provides court fee etc.
for filling cases. Legal Aid Regulation recently formulated in the form of gazette
notification extends the scope of legal aid services, which is really praise worthy. Now
NLASO provides following services to the poor justice seekers:
o Legal Advice;
o Free Vokalatnama;
o Provide Advocate to help in a legal proceeding;
o Provide fees for the lawyers;
o Provide fees for the mediator or arbitrator;
o Supply certified copies of Order, Judgment etc with free of cost;
o Provide the cost of DNA Test
o Provide the cost of paper advertisement in CR Case
o Miscellaneous expenses related with filing cases.
Government funded legal aid is though available in civil, criminal and family matters
before all courts, NLASO has some territorial limitation in providing its services
specially in . Chowki Court, Labour Court and Land Survey Tribunals. Law has been
amended to form separate committee for all Chowki Court and Labour Courts. But this
initiative has not yet been successful for want of a regulation, which is waiting for
approval. As an interim measure, before formulation of the concerned regulation,
NLASO is providing legal aid to the poor workers in the Labour Court, Dhaka by
establishing a Legal Aid Cell with support of UNDP funded Justice Sector Facility (JSF)
project. A big number of prospective legal aid clients who are under territorial
jurisdiction of Chowki Court as well as Labour Court are deprived of the benefit of
government legal aid.
It is not the denying fact that most of the suits originate from land disputes. Even a
considerable number of criminal cases are also originated from land disputes. The poor
people in the remote area do not have enough financial capacity to file a case and bear
the court fees. In absence of legal aid committee at the Chowki Court as well as Land
Survey Tribunal, a substantial number of grass root people are deprived of legal
protection. Therefore, the operation of legal aid program at the grass root level through
Chowki Court should be initiated as soon as possible.
As an apex court of the country, Supreme Court bears a great significance in the area of
government legal aid. It has been observed that except the writ and original jurisdictions
matter, all other cases that are filed in the Supreme Court are in the form of appeal and
revision both in civil and criminal jurisdiction. Legal aid in cases before the Supreme
Court is currently administered directly by the NLASO and is given primarily for jail
appeals. The NLASO maintains a separate panel of lawyers for the Supreme Court legal
aid and assignment of lawyers is handled by a coordinator, appointed by the NLASO
from amongst the SC panel of lawyers. But this initiative was temporary. A legal reform
has been brought out inserting necessary provision for establishment of Supreme Court
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legal aid committee. The formation of Supreme Court legal aid committee and its
operation like DLAC model is not yet started. Therefore, the poor and impoverished
that urgently need to file appeal or revision against the order/decree/judgment of the
subordinate court cannot go before the Supreme Court. Subsequently, these people face
deprivation in getting legal protection in the superior court. This also makes the DLAC
clients frustrated. Since filing of any appeal and revision ipso facto involve prior
litigation, it is essential to establish a proper and effective referral system, under which
poor litigants of trial courts can gain access to justice in the Supreme Court against the
judgments and orders of the trial court or the District courts. Establishment of referral
system is not possible until Supreme Court committee start is functioning to its full
range.
Legal Aid office faces some troubles with regard to GR Cases brought by the poor
clients for legal support. It is true that there is no bar to provide legal aid services in
civil cases as per the provisions of LASA 2000. In criminal jurisdiction, there are two
types of cases being lodged, i.e., General Registrar (GR) cases and Complaint Registrar
(CR) cases. In GR cases the victim is represented by the State through the office of the
Public Prosecutor (PP). However, in CR cases where the complainant directly submits
the case to the court concerned, he/she receive legal aid to conduct the case from the
DLACs. But the victim/complainant does not receive legal aid from DLAC while
he/she seeks legal aid in GR Case. According to NLASO guideline, DLAC follow this
principle mainly on the ground that PP provides necessary support to the
vitctim/complainant of GR Case. A common observation of the study is that almost all
respondents opined that even in a GR case, the victim/complainant should be given the
choice of applying for an additional lawyer as legal aid who will assist the PP in
conducting the proceedings. It is however, an important observation of the study that
while most government legal aid are provided in criminal cases, almost all the
recipients are the accused and not the victims. This is also a gross inconsistency with
the intention and spirit of state sponsored legal aid scheme, which specifically targets
the victims of violence, for instance, trafficked or raped women as the beneficiaries of
its services.
Accessibility of NLASO Services
Legal aid is a welfare mechanism designed for the poor and disadvantaged. The purpose
of legal aid would be totally fruitless if the stakeholders are unable to reach it. A stateowned legal aid delivery system must be pro-poor. A service can never be termed as good
unless the targeted people can have easy access to the same. Accessibility implies that legal
aid services can be reached and used by the persons who need it. It must be available to
urban and rural people as well as marginalized groups. How the justice seekers perceive
the legal aid mechanism depends largely on whether or not they have easy access to it. It
is the duty of state to guarantee, organise and finance such legal-aid systems, which permit
those with the least means to obtain access to justice and essentially include the cost of
legal advice, defence and representation by legal professionals, who are for the most part
lawyers, as well as other legal service providers, such as international and national
organizations. However, accessibility has four dimensions: non-discrimination, physical
accessibility, economical accessibility and information availability.
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Legal aid services must be without any discrimination. It should be available for all poor
and disadvantaged, irrespective of gender, religion, caste and creed. The government legal
aid in Bangladesh truly stands for the poor justice seekers, whatever their identities are or
not. In terms of the Legal Aid Services Act, 2000 all the litigants who are incapable of
seeking justice due to financial insolvency, destitution, helplessness, physical and mental
disability, gender disparity and other socio-economic condition are entitled to legal aid.
The special needs of women, children and disadvantaged group are properly recognized.
Physical accessibility means client friendly location of legal aid office. The legal aid office
must be placed in such a site or venue where people from all walks of life can, without any
hazard enter the office. There was no separate legal aid office at the district until 2009. The
Accountant’s room was used as legal aid office, which often would make the embarrassing
situation for the legal aid clients. Currently, NLASO established separate legal aid office
in 64 districts, most of these which are located at the ground floor of District Judge’s Court
Building. People can easily locate these legal aid offices following the signboard along
with arrow mark focusing the location. Furthermore, legal aid offices are now well
equipped with furniture, ICT equipment and other logistics. All these things have made the
legal aid offices resourceful, client friendly and above all easy accessible.
It was a common criticism against state sponsored legal aid scheme for a long time that
legal aid is not pro-poor and easy accessible in terms of policy applied in determining
applicant’s eligibility. NLASO applied means test, i.e. financial eligibility for getting free
legal aid, which was Tk. 30,000/- in the year .......to......., later the eligibility range was
increased Tk. 50,000/- from Tk. 30,000/-. This eligibility range continued until the year
2013. Finally the eligibility range for getting free legal aid has been diversified in 2014. A
diversified Legal Aid Policy has been framed with new eligibility criteria. This eligibility
range is a time-worthy and matches with the prevailing socio-economic condition of
Bangladesh. New policy accordingly determines Tk. 1,50,000/- as of annual income in the
matter of Supreme Court, Tk. 1,00,000/- in the matter of other Courts. In addition, some
individuals are considered automatically eligible for legal aid under policies including
children, old age allowance recipients, distressed mother holding a VGD card, person
belonging to minor races, ethnic sects and communities, persons victims of trafficking,
victim of domestic violence, insolvent widow, women and children of acid throwing and
some other socially disadvantaged groups.
Information is the most powerful weapons to change the human lives. Information generate
the real knowledge among the people as to how the problem to be redressed. People living
in poverty with no or little education are likely to have low awareness of laws and legal
rights and it is the most significant problems in accessing the justice system. Information
about government legal services is significantly inaccessible at the grass root people. Very
few people know about the government legal aid services, they do not know where to go
for legal support and how to utilise the same for own benefit.
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NLASO Beneficiaries
LASA specifies four words to recognize the incapable litigants, i.e. (i) financial
insolvency, (ii) destitution, (iii) helplessness and (iv) various socio-economic
conditions. The objective of LASA in this regard is to bring out all type of poor people
within the services of state legal aid system. The actual meaning of these terms may be
wider in terms of service delivery. Therefore the eligibility criteria of legal aid recipient
has recently been made much wider. Consideration has been taken into vulnerability to
disasters, crime and other natural and man- made calamities in the present policy. Key
aspects of peoples vulnerability is their exposure to violence and a lack of legal and
judicial protection. The Government legal aid system has specifically need to target the
most vulnerable groups who need the service most, including women, ethnic and
religious minorities, landless poor etc. It has been opined by most key persons that
members of vulnerable groups are less likely to avail themselves of government
services compared to other applicants. Among other peoples, these includes children
of any age, worker of any category, tribes, minor races, ethnic sects and communities,
women and children who are victim of physical, mental or sexual assault etc. Due to
expansion of government legal aid program all over the country, the number of legal
aid recipients is increasing day by day. The number of total female legal aid recipient
exceeds the number of male recipients. The fund utilization is also growing up. The
progress in the field of legal aid recipient as well as fund utilization is given below:

Table-A
Legal Aid Recipients through Court Representation
Year
2009

Number of legal aid recipient from DLAC
Female
Male
Child
Total
3715
5953
32
9,160

2010

4986

6190

90

11,266

2011

6479

6016

73

12,568

2012

8078

7325

47

15,450

2013

10448

9016

29

19,493

2014

14467

10793

23

25,283

Grand Total

93,220
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Table-B
Legal Aid Recipients through Legal Advice in 2014
District

Service Recipients

Major Areas of Advice

Female

Male

Total

Dhaka

935

353

1288

Family dispute, dowry, violence against women,
cheque dishonour, trafficking,

Moulvi Bazar

1134

786

1920

Dinajpur

272

235

507

Tangail

09

05

14

B.Baria

200

150

350

Narayanganj

73

164

237

Chittagong
Barishal

04
234

12
107

16
341

Kishoreganj

318

383

701

Rangpur

343

149

492

Gopalganj
Comilla

160
832

210
415

370
1247

Bogura

100

35

135

Manikganj

573

682

1255

Mymensingh

390

235

625

Pabna

106

102

208

Khulna

241

154

395

Zinaydah

127

164

291

Dower, maintenace, guardianship, dissolution of
marriage, violence Against women & children,
abduction.
Familly dispute, land dispute and criminal
issues.
Land dispute, familly disputes and criminal
issues.
Land related matters, correction of Record,
fruadulent of document, familly disputes,
violence against women and children
Family disputes, dower, human trafficking,
violence Against women & children, civil case
Familly dispute, land dispute and criminl issues
Dower, dowry, civil and criminal disputes,
succession.
Land disputes, family dispute, financial
transection, violence against women &
children, abduction, dissolution of marriage,
fraudulent of document, physical torture.
Dowry, dower, maintenace, partition, correction
of Record, violence against women.
Land dispute, family dispute and criminal issues
Dower, maintenance, dowry, Pre-emption,
correction of Record, abduction, violence
against women and children.
Maintenace, Torture for dowry, Land dispute
and Partition suit
Dower, maintenace, aamily disputes, violence
against
women
and
children,human
trafficking, Land records etc
Marriage, dower, maintenace, Succession,
guardianship, dowry etc.
Dower, maintenace, dowry, violence against
women and children, land dispute, drug
addiction and criminal cases.
Maintenace, onership of land, declaration of
title, dowry
Dowry, maintenace, torture against women and
children, land related disputes.
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NLASO Funding
LASA provides an arrangement for a legal aid fund for national Board. NLASO
Board makes necessary allocation of fund to SLAC, DLAC, LCLAC & CCLAC. The
fund of the Board come from government, foreign donation, local bodies, any other
sources such as any organization or companies etc. The amount of fund is deposited
in a scheduled bank in the name of the Board. The amount can be drawn up by the
joint signature of the member of the Board, i.e. Secretary, Law and Justice Division,
and the Member- Secretary of the Board. The Board meet all types’ expenses from
this fund. The Board may invest this fund in any if the government authorized project.
According to the provision of Legal Aid Regulation, 2001, financial assistance is
provided to the under privileged based on the fees they incur; for example lawyer’s
court fees and other expenses. The committee that has been formed is responsible to
utilize the funds, including criteria for eligibility. Funds are to come from national
revenue but the official sources claims that external support is necessary to implement
the legal aid program especially in awareness and capacity building.

Table-C
Data of Fund Utilization
Financial
Year
2009-2010

Fund
Allocated
(In Taka)
1,00,00,000.00

Fund
Disbursed
(In Taka)
63,27,594.00

2010-2011

1,00,00,000.00

91,45,761.00

2011-2012

1,00,00,000.00

1,12,58638.00 The amount of fund disbursement
increasing gradually. Disbursed amount
exceeds the allocated amount. Additional
amount spent from previous deposit.

2012-2013

1,00,00,000.00

1,13,78369.00 The amount of fund disbursement
increasing gradually. Disbursed amount
exceeds the allocated amount. Additional
amount spent from previous deposit.

2013-2014
1,00,00,000.00
(July to Dec)

70,56260.00

Comment

This is the first year for countrywide
activation of legal aid program. Fund
disbursement for the poor justice seekers
got a considerable shape in this year.
The amount of fund
increasing gradually

disbursement

This is six months statistics. It is expected
to be doubled in upcoming 6 months. If
so, the fund disbursement ratio will in the
highest position. This is another impact
for the amendment of legal aid policy.

From the above statistics, it is crystal clear that more people got opportunity to receive
legal aid while the eligibility range was high in compared with the time of low figured
eligibility range. The situation clarifies that the more the eligibility range, the more
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people are able to access to justice. However, the socio-economic condition of the
country is progressing rapidly. People’s income is growing up day by day. The
government is upgrading and revising various entitlement for citizens raising financial
strength. To make the legal aid system more accessible for the poor and helpless, it is
high time to amend or formulate the legal aid policy covering present socio-economic
condition of the country.

Table-D

District wise fund utilization

1.

Dhaka

423503

587748.85

647923

1659174.85

Year Closing
Balance as
on
December
2014
412596.4

2.

Gazipur

310867

385799

451055

1147721

275706

3.

Munshiganj

33810

43250

46450

123510

416624

4.

Narsingdhi

102430

219495

226290

548215

51341.92

5.

Manikganj

162672

126963

300163

589798

64424.52

6.

Narayanganj

218160

309863

244318

772341

273749

7.

Netrokona

361615

389934

514605

1266154

226852.02

8.

Kishoreganj

161885

210592

276407

648884

149401.92

9.

Faridpur

88272

154674

181914

424860

252910.02

10.

Rajbari

173610

197416

320392.6

691418.55

185525

11.

Gopalganj

181411

172159

253082

606652

274754.92

12.

Madaripur

121255

123265

156117.5

400637.5

214742.27

13.

Shariotpur

100400

76584

279860

456844

163186

14.

Jamalpur

15.

Moymonsingh

16.

Sherpur

17.

Tangail

18.

Rajshahi

19.

Chapanawabganj

20.

Natore

21.

Nowgaon

22.

Pabna

23.
24.

SL No.

Year Wise Fund Utilization

Name of District

1

2

2012

2013

2014

3

4

5

Total
6 (3:5)

221427.7

306242.1

299559.9

827229.7

95621.79

179984

175161

361970

717115

243995.52

85273

118243

202244

405760

72523.52

259970.9

322082.35

414854.5

996907.7

320165

357623

438679

710099

1506401

116969

135396.65

166502.5

312694.3

614593.4

107379.57

201085.5

167757.55

217055.9

585898.9

111990

87767.2

333579.4

142650.3

563996.9

106758.32

193352.33

364772

472325

1030449.33

29236

Shirajganj

605286

564224

879199

2048709

311635.92

Bagora

454170

406388

519035

1379593

165864.6

25.

Joypurhat

180781

137779

283337

601897

25186.35

26.

Rangpur

254042

305998

330031

890071

116737.62

27.

Nilfamari

178634.4

159378

104885

442897.4

213151.32

28.

Gaibandha

80139

79387

179667

339193

302183

29.

Korigram

269808.5

177923

184109

631840.5

112218.87

30.

Lalmonirhat

20365

32402.6

51861.4

104629

141472.07
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94209.9

89382

81693

265284.9

Year Closing
Balance as
on
December
2014
150305.62

Thakurgaon

68295

57860.6

107199.8

233355.4

217897.97

33.

Ponchagor

174085

129500

114645

418230

275741

34.

Khulna

481095

454139

468350

1403584

301249

35.

Shatkhira

290584

360113

359031

1009728

77743.52

36.

Bagerhat

303095

500606

202507

1006208

105568.52

37.

Jessore

550565

532551

513734.1

1596850.05

20208

38.

Jinaidha

137870

92472

315161

545503

189662

39.

Magura

249598

393198

674963

1317759

130806

40.

Norail

364072.2

416419

428458

1208949.2

159100.87

41.

Kustia

188849.5

172489

291666.4

653004.87

108721.47

42.

Meherpur

343846.9

367504.5

312702.6

1024054

251465

43.

Choadanga

266058

464196

276140

1006394

179152.47

44.

Barisal

172754

235726

312338

720818

112392

45.

Bhola

33960

65951

168070

267981

264075

46.

Jalokati

63288

138167

158176

359631

251057

47.

Pirojpur

137361

178350

107135

422846

258357.52

48.

Potoakhali

123161

73082

206571

402814

178671.79

49.

Borgona

99633

122457

121266

343356

139906

50.

Chittaganj

271998

419815

520548

1212361

275602.75

51.

Comilla

170445

142586

265426

578457

88307.52

52.

Chandpur

226960.6

157083.7

137154

521198.3

205848.92

53.

B-baria

222420

300884

274280

797584

328469

54.

Noakhali

192765

155550

169843

518158

138371.57

55.

Laxmipur

128701.6

97283.7

38968.65

264953.95

101580.47

56.

Feni

92361

94932

84253

271546

248145.52

57.

Coxbazar

70989

48832

31757

151578

280324

58.

Bandorban

84215

63773

89089

237077

65116

59.

Khagrachari

82177

73108

71845

227130

220182

60.

Ranggamati

0

32800

4492

37292

344113

61.

Sylhet

62.

Mowlobibazar

63.

Hobiganj

64.

Sunamganj

SL No.

Year Wise Fund Utilization

Name of District
2012

1
31.

2
Dinajpur

32.

Grand Total =

3

2013
4

2014
5

Total
6 (3:5)

209253

255202.76

501320.5

965776.28

217030.74

96722

122478

387530

606730

52161.52

77124.5

94903

146981.8

319009.3

295086.65

126153.28

144933

225980

497066.28

188879.24

12399661.66

14302568.61

17733429

44435659.26

11976202.1
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Panel Lawyers Scenario
Panel lawyers are the key role players in delivery of legal services specifically in court
representation. NLASO provides legal aid to the clients in court cases with the help of
panel lawyers. Panel lawyers file and conduct the cases for and on behalf of legal aid
clients and concerned legal aid committee pay honorarium to the panel lawyers fixed
by the regulation in consideration of legal services. LASA prescribes a guideline to
make separate panel for various legal aid committees. According to the guideline, the
concerned committee shall make a panel of lawyers from among the lawyers having at
least five years experience in the relevant court, for giving advice and conducting cases
filed or to be filed in the Supreme Court in the form of legal aid under the provision of
LASA. New provision has been incorporated in the LASA to keep at least one-third
women lawyers in the panel.

Table: E
District wise Panel Lawyers
District wise Panel Lawyers

S.l

Name of
District

Male

Female

1

2

3

4

5

Dhaka
Gazipur
Munshiganj
Narsingdhi
Manikganj
Narayanganj
Netrokona
Kishoreganj
Faridpur
Rajbari
Gopalganj
Madaripur
Shariotpur
Jamalpur
Moymonsingh
Sherpur
Tangail
Rajshahi
Chapanawabganj
Natore
Nowgaon
Pabna
Shirajganj
Bagora
Joypurhat
Rangpur
Nilfamari

94
18
25
25
56
21
36
19
34
65
35
26
40
24
39
41
27
61
36
42
41
67
63
43
73
36
64

67
12
8
10
3
27
2
11
4
9
5
4
1
1
11
4
12
18
3
5
2
12
13
18
5
10
4

161
30
33
35
59
48
38
30
38
74
40
30
41
25
50
45
39
79
39
47
43
79
76
61
78
46
68

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Total
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Gaibandha
Korigram
Lalmonirhat
Dinajpur
Thakurgaon
Ponchagor
Khulna
Shatkhira
Bagerhat
Jessore
Jinaidha
Magura
Norail
Kustia
Meherpur
Choadanga
Barisal
Bhola
Jalokati
Pirojpur
Potoakhali
Borgona
Chittaganj
Comilla
Chandpur
B-baria
Noakhali
Laxmipur
Feni
Coxbazar
Bandorban
Khagrachari
Ranggamati
Sylhet
Mowlobibazar
Hobiganj
Sunamganj

75
33
46
42
29
37
71
37
40
65
32
52
39
34
48
84
87
50
51
62
99
89
48
84
36
41
158
39
32
66
13
10
4
37
36
64
49

Grand Total = 3070

3
3
4
8
1
2
30
4
6
10
4
10
3
17
14
2
16
1
4
4
3
5
19
26
11
11
7
2
2
4
2
2
17
5
12
5

78
36
50
50
30
39
101
41
46
75
36
62
42
51
62
86
103
51
55
66
102
94
67
110
47
52
165
41
34
70
15
10
6
54
41
76
54

560

3630

The number of lawyers in the DLAC shown in the above table is not befitting. The
number of lawyers in some districts is much more than needed practically. It is
increasing day by day, even the panel is not updating with exclusion of lawyers died or
retired from practice. The panel of lawyers should be minimized to a logical extent,
keeping the consistency of regional need or work load.
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Legal aid through ADR
Access to justice is not confined to the court representation. Now days, ADR is treated
one of the essential modes of legal ad. The UNDP Practice Note on Access to Justice
(dated 09.03.04): “Access to justice is much more than improving individual’s access
to courts or guaranteeling legal representation. It must be definined in terms of ensuring
firstly easy access to and stenthening of both formal and informal justice mechanisms
for all paricularly for poor and marginalised, and secondly, that legal and judicial
outcomes are just and equitable.”
ADR has become a popular system used to informal dispute resolution processes in
which the parties meet with a professional third party who helps them resolve their
disputes in in a way that is less formal and often more consensual than is done in the
courts.
“The ADR methods are seen to be speedier, more informal and cheaper than
conventional judicial procedure. They provide a forum more convenient to the parties
who can choose the time, place and procedure, for conducting the preferred dispute
redressal process. Further, where the dispute concerns a technical matter, the parties
have the opportunity to select the expert who possesses appropriate special
qualifications or skills in that trade. The study preceedes with the purpose that,
alternative disputes redressal mechanisms, are to be encouraged among the disputants
to reduce the delays and high pendency of cases in courts. The alternative dispute
redressal method have to be looked up to with all earnest so that the litigant public has
a faith in the speedy process of resolving their disputes with these processes.” [State of
J & K Vs. Dev Dutt Pandit (1999) 7 Sec. 339]
In 2006, LASA was amended to include in the definition of legal aid “remuneration for
the mediator or arbitrator appointed for dissolving a case” under section 89A or 89B of
the Code of Civil Procedure. However, this provision has never been put into effect for
want of comprehensive policy along with separate fee structure for the mediators.
However, the best initiatives, in this regard, has been taken for appointment of Senior
Assistant Judge/Assistant Judge as District Legal Aid Officer and also the incorporation of
a provision in LASA empowering the DLAOs for alternative dispute resolution.

Section 21A of LASA provides followings:
(1) The Government may in the manner prescribed by rules, appoint necessary number
of Legal Aid Officers and determine their duties and responsibilties.
(2) The Legal Aid Officers may give legal advice to the litigants seeking legal aid, and
if any matter is referred by any Court or Tribunal to the Legal Aid Officers working
in the local limit of its jurisdiction for alternative dispute resolution under any
existing law, the concerned Legal Aid Officer shall have the power to settle the
issue.
All formalities with regard to formulation of ADR regulation for DLAOs has recently been
finished. This will be published soon in gazette notification. NLASO will take all initiatives
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to implement DLAO form of ADR under the guidence of regulation. NLASO is hopeful
about the success of DLAO form of ADR though they are facing some infrastructural
disadvantages in the district offices.

Table: F
Statistics of informal ADR disposed by full time DLAO
Name of
District

Referral
from
the
Court

Initiatives
taken for
mediation

Nos of
disputes/cases
settled through
mediation

Nos. of
benificiary
through
settlement

Recovery of
money through
mediation/
settlement

Kishoreganj

73

55

146

20,00,000/-

Gopalganj

16

15

22

5,00,000/-

38

12

30

9,90,000/-

Pabna

22

17

39

4,48,000/-

Rangpur

07

03

06

-

Chittagong

10

08

15

-

47

04

05

3,00,000/-

B.Baria

06

02

12

3,60,000/-

Moulvibazar

04

02

07

-

Khulna

23

14

11

-

Barishal

44

36

75

-

Bogura

Comilla

46

02

5.2 Victim Support Centre
Bangladesh’s first-ever Victim Support Center (VSC) was established at Tejgaon Thana
premises, Dhaka in 2009 with the help of UNDP funded Police Reform Programme
with a view to addressing issues relating to violence against women. The main
objectives of VSC is to provide integrated services like counseling, medical help, legal
assistance and guidance on access to justice to the victimized people. VSC also provides
some immediate supports including emergency shelter, psychological advice and
support for re-intergation into family and community. VSC has come into contact with
10 collaborating NGOs for providing service to the victim of violence. In order to
convert the VSC into a permanent shape, Dhaka Metropolitan Police has taken charge
overall administration of VSC and now it has been operating by Women Support &
Investigation Division of DMP with its own fund. The establishment of a VSC within a
policing environment and staffed by a number of dedicating female polices is a
groundbreaking strategy that encourages the victims to report crime to police in a safe
and secure environment whilst accessing professional services.
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Statistics of Service Recipient Victims
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Service-recipient victims
342
446
463
450
628
724

5.3 Multi-Sectoral Program on Violence against Women
Multi-Sectoral Program on Violence against Women is being implemented jointly by
the Government of Bangladesh and Government of Denmark under the Ministry of
Women and Children Affairs. This project supports the Bangladesh Poverty Reduction
Strategy and also aligned to the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women and Danida's strategy for gender equality. The pilot
phase of the project took place from May 2000 to December 2003, the first phase from
January 2004 to June 2008 and the second phase from July 2008 to June 2011. The
programme is now in its 3rd phase, which will continue until June 2016.
The general objective of the project is to reduction in incidences of violence against
women and children and improved redress through joint collaboration between relevant
ministries and non-government agencies. The specific objectives are:
1. Integrated services related to VAW improved and consolidated, to increase
quality, efficiency and sustainability.
2. Awareness on VAW and related public services increased in relevant institutions
and general public and increase in the use of the concerned facilities.
3. Institutional capacity of MoWCA and key government agencies developed
resulting in improved and consolidated inter-ministerial coordination and action
in relation to VAW.
4. Targeted legal and procedural reform achieved to enhance prevention and redress
of VAW cases/formulation of NAPVAW
It is a collaborative effort of five ministries lead by the Ministry of Women & Children
Affairs. It provides the women and children a package support of medical treatment,
legal aid, psychosocial counseling and even a safe shelter, if needed. The OCC is a part
of the multi-sectoral programme of the government on violence against women and
children.
The service of OCC has been proved as a very effective initiative but it is only a project
of Bangladesh government; it needs to be established on a permanent basis so that more
sustainable thought or instrument for long lasting solution is forthcoming. From the
formation of OCC, it faces different challenges and weaknesses, which affect victim’s
rights under its framework. The purpose of this study is to disclose the general pattern
of the one stop crisis center (OCC) and to describe it’s existing situation in Bangladesh
on legal courses along with its strength and weaknesses in relation to women victims of
violence.
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Although Multi-Sectoral Program on Violence against Women is a time bound
approach, it has successfully established some service providing institutions which are
sustainable in nature and providing wide ranging services including legal support to the
people. The institutions so far established under the program is as follows:
1. One Stop Crisis Centre
2. One Stop Crisis Cell
3. DNA Laboratory
4. National Trauma Councelling Centre
5. National Helpline

Statistics of Multi-Sectoral Services
Types of June Services Dec’12

Jan Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov
Total
Dec
2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 2014 Number
2013

Medical
103
Facilities
Counseling 174
Police
263
assistance
Legal Help 1615

1420

63

Information

1784

9039

354

Others

885

1604

48

Total

4824

12577 491

101

06

2

57

60

55

57

35

32

17

39

14

578

156

10

9

175

104

75

101

34

76

71

51

28

1064

257

10

5

110

98

87

97

50

49

43

70

52

1191

73

378

303

306

303

227

252

254

185

210

5589

448

1474 3702 3732 3290 3666 3758 4117 3427 3252

42043

47

2506

134

7736

584

4700 4597 4676 4253 4256 4427 4740 4386 3690

58201

330

421

405

244

260

238

614
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Chapter-VI
NGO Legal Aid Programme
6.1 NGO legal aid system in Bangladesh
NGOs operate a variety of legal aid programs comprising legal awareness, court
litigation, advocacy, mediation, salish, counseling, public interest litigation etc to
address the poor justice seeker’s need. Different NGOs follow different model of legal
aid. Some focus on paralegal, some on awareness, some on salish and a small number
of NGOs focus on litigation support. It has been found in different surveys that the core
success in legal aid field lies in the fact that the NGOs combine their legal aid activities
along with legal literacy and mass awareness program with service oriented and targetgroup friendly approaches. Legal aid providing NGOs are identified by their issuebased orientation such as legal aid, human rights, paralegal etc. On the basis of the
geography or area of functioning the NGOs can be divided into local or grass root
NGOs, national level NGOs and international NGOs.
6.2. Legal aid providing NGOs
Many NGOs though claim themselves as legal aid providers; very few of them are seen
to provide legal aid as of their regular program. In spite of this, there are a number of
NGOs that operate wide ranging legal aid program in Bangladesh. Some NGOs have a
long-standing engagement with human rights. Some leading NGOs have pioneered the
legal aid movement in Bangladesh. Among these Ain o Salish Kendro (ASK),
Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST), Madaripur Legal Aid Association
(MLAA), Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC), Bangladesh National
Woman Lawyers’ Association (BNWLA) etc. There are other NGOs that also operate
legal aid program for the poor and marginalized on top of other regular programs.
6.3 Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust (BLAST)
BLAST, a major legal aid service provider in Bangladesh was established in 1993 as a
free and voluntary legal services organization. After beginning operation in five offices,
BLAST has grown steadily and now has 19 unit offices across the country in Barishal,
Bogura, Chittagong, Comilla, Dhaka, Dinajpur, Faridpur, Jessore, Khulna, Kustia,
Mymensingh, Noakhali, Pabna, Patuakhali, Rajshahi, Rangpur, Sylhet and Tangail in
addition to in addition to its head office in Dhaka. BLAST’s primary concern is
improving access to justice in Bangladesh for the poor and disadvantaged, and for
marginalized communities in particular. BLAST works through its staff lawyers,
paralegals and other staffs at headquarters and in each district unit, in collaboration
with its enlisted panel of about 2300 lawyers across the country who provide legal
redress to clients either on a pro bono basis or with a nominal honorarium. BLAST is
such a legal aid providing NGO that provides all sorts of legal support to the client at
all level of courts. BLAST provides legal aid in the form of advice and legal
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representation, as well as alternative dispute resolution (ADR). It conducts trainings and
workshops with a wide range of actors within the justice system, as well as with the
public to spread knowledge of constitutional and legal rights. BLAST also conducts
public interest litigation and advocacy campaigns to help shape and implement laws,
and to enable the provision of remedies that ensure access to justice.
Mandate

Make the legal system accessible to the poor and the
marginalized.

Core Activities

Mediation, Litigation, PIL & Advocacy, Capacity
building, Investigation of human rights violation,
Networking etc

Area Coverage

National level + 19 districts

Strength

Staffs

Staff Lawyers

279

2300
9,980 (2014)

Beneficiary Statistics

6.4 Ain O Shalish Kendra (ASK)
Ain o Salish Kendra (ASK) is a national based legal aid and human rights organization
established in 1986 with the purpose of providing free legal aid, particularly to women,
workers and working children, and to promote and protect human rights. Its goal is to
create a society based on equality, social and gender justice and rule of law. ASK
provides legal advice, undertakes mediation and litigation and supplementary support
services, such as emergency temporary shelter and psycho-social help. ASK attempts
to protect human rights through 17 units that promote human rights awareness, public
interest litigation, investigate and document human rights violations etc. ASK conducts
its programmes outside Dhaka with 20 key partner NGOs and CBOs, 52 Schools and
15 Human Rights Defenders Forum. ASK has been maintaining special consultative
status with the UNECOSOC since 31 July 1998 and engages in advocacy with UN
agencies, treaty monitoring bodies and special procedures on issues of concern.

Core Activities

Establish the rule of law based on the principles of
equality, democracy, human rights, justice and gender
equity.
Legal Advocacy & Policy, Litigation, Mediation &
Rapid Response, Psycho-social Counseling, Human
Rights Awareness, Investigation of human rights
violation, Gender & Social Justice etc

Area Coverage

National Level +19 districts

Mandate

Strength
Beneficiary Statistics

228 staffs
15209 (2014)
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6.5 Bangladesh Rural Advance Committee (BRAC)
Currently BRAC is the world's largest NGO working in the development sector
established in 1972 soon after the liberation of Bangladesh. BRAC is also the biggest
NGO by number of staff having more than 120,000 people, the majority of whom are
women. It operates various programs such as those in microfinance, education, health,
agriculture, legal aid and human rights etc. Human Rights and Legal Aid Services
(HRLS) programme is one of the specialized components under the BRAC’s
framework to implement legal aid program all over the country. HRLS started its
function in 1998 with a view to providing legal support and make the government courts
accessible to the poor and destitute. Through its 517 nationwide legal aid clinics, which
is the first port of call for those seeking legal redressal, HRLS's legal aid initiative has
nurtured an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanism. It has worked towards
making legal offices, courts, and counsels, more transparent in the delivery of equitable
justice, spread gender awareness, and promoted a unique human rights based culture for
its clients.

Core Activities

A world free from all forms of exploitation and
discrimination where everyone has the opportunity to
realise their potential
Legal Literacy, Alternative Dispute Resolution,
Litigation, Property Rights Initiatives, Community
Outreach, Services, Legal Aid Referrals, Capacity
Building, Operation of 3P models (Prevent-ProtestProtect)

Area Coverage

61 districts

Mandate

Strength
Beneficiary Statistics

Legal Aid Centre
537

Staffs
427

Panel Lawyers
400

22332 (2014)

6.6 Bangladesh National Women Lawyers Association (BNWLA)
BNWLA is one of the leading organizations work for legal aid and human rights in
Bangladesh. The Association was formed in 1979 with an initiative of some prominent
women lawyers and subsequently registered as a legal aid body in 1981. BNWLA works
for the promotion of women by providing legal support to the poor and disadvantaged,
undertake advocacy on law and policy reforms, lobbying the authorities on women’s
rights and issues, conducts research, collects data and undertakes survey on women
issues, afford preventive and protective supports in establishing human rights and
resisting violence against woman and children, provide psychosocial supports and
social safety net for targeted beneficiaries and practice gender equality and good
governance. BNWLA operates comprehensive legal aid program through their sex
departments such as Legal Cell, Advocacy and Research Cell, Training Cell, Counter
Trafficking Cell and Shelter Home
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Ensure rule of law and gender equality by accountable,
transparent democratic practice of state to respect
Human Rights and Fundamental rights.
Policy Advocacy, Awareness raising/Sensitization
events, Capacity building of relevant stakeholders,
Referral Services, Community based preventive
interventions, Research and publications on different
VAW issues, Rehabilitation and Reintegration,
building social safety net

Mandate

Core Activities

34 districts

Area Coverage
Strength

Outreach Clinics
42

Beneficiary Statistics

Staffs

Panel Lawyers

3360 (2014)

6.7 Madaripur Legal Aid Association (MLAA)

MLAA was established in 1978 as a registered NGO with the vision of a just society
where rule of law and human rights are upheld. It strives to ensure access to justice and
human rights for all people irrespective of sex, cast, creed, religion, race through
informal justice process and formal justice system. MLAA has been working in the field
of providing free legal aid to the poor and marginalized people within three neighboring
districts - Madaripur, Shariatpur and Gopalganj. MLAA has developed sustainable
programs that address the greatest challenges with formal and informal justice system
in Bangladesh. MLAA run by a General Committee consists of 53 members drawn from
the civil society. The secretary acts as the chief executive. There are also a number of
sub-committees consisting of both from General and the Executive
Committee. Governance is the system by which the board provides guidance to
management on the strategic direction of the organization by monitoring and overseeing
management action in utilization of organization resources to achieve its Mission and
Vision
Mandate

A just society where rule of law and human rights are upheld.

Legal Entity

Registered NGO

Core Activities

Free legal aid services, Dispute resolution through mediation,
Activation of Village Court & Arbitration Council, Advocacy &
Networking, Capacity building of stakeholders.

Area Coverage
Strength
Beneficiary
Statistics

Regular Working Area

Project Working Area

3 Districts

12 District, 59 Upazila, 282

Staffs
243

Panel Lawyers
85
1329 (2014)
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6.8 Nagorik Uddyog (NU)
Nagorik Uddyog (The Citizen's Initiative) is one of the leading human rights
organization established in 1995. NU focuses on helping people understand their rights
and creating enabling conditions for the people to set up institutions and mobilize
themselves. NU believes in the necessity of more affordable and accessible systems of
justice than that inherent in Bangladesh’s existing formal court and judicial systems.
The lack of awareness among poor people of their civil rights compounds the issue. NU
thus strives to see an increase in administrative participation and stronger representative
structures at the grassroots level, giving poor people improved access to justice and
other social services irrespective of gender or social class......
Mandate

NU envisions a Bangladesh without poverty where
socially and environmentally conscious citizens
have the ability to achieve their full potential as
human beings irrespective of gender or social
status..

Legal Entity
Core Activities

Area Coverage

Access to Justice, Strengthening the Local
Governance, Women Empowerment, Human
Rights Awareness, Dalit Rights, Right to
Information, Advocacy & Networking
Project Working
Area

Regular Working Area
08 districts

10 Districts, 28 Upazila, 225
Union

Strength
Beneficiary Statistics

138 staffs
3625 (2014)
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Chapter-VII
Identifing the Problems and Prospects of Legal Aid Sector
7.1 Problems/Weakness of State Funded Legal Aid Scheme
 As an ex officio category, District Judge is a chairperson of each district committee.
He acts as a chairperson of DLAC in addition to his regular job. Many District Judges
are disinterested in legal aid programme as they think that it is an extra job on his
shoulder without remuneration. District Judges remain tremendously busy with
judicial work as well as administrative functions of entire judgeship. Therefore, it is
difficult for him to manage extra time for legal aid functions, which ultimately
impedes the legal aid programme in the district level. Many stakeholders opined that
the poor and illiterate people hearing the involvement of District Judge in the legal aid
procedure sometimes get afraid of submitting application.
 Government created positions of 64 officers designated as District Legal Aid Officers
for district legal aid offices. According to NLASO recruitment rules, these officers to
be posted on deputation from the judicial officers in the rank of Senior Assistant
Judges/Assistant Judges. Out of total 64 officers, only 19 officers are posted so far,
remaining 45 districts are still vacant. Judicial officers of various tires from district
courts are working as in charge of District Legal Aid Officers in those offices. The
main stream legal aid functions such as advising, counseling, mediation, monitoring,
awareness etc are greatly hampered due to lack of full time District Legal Aid Officers
in these offices.
 Government legal aid covers the payment of lawyer’s fee, fixed court fee along with
some ancillary costs like process fee, DNA test, paper advertisement etc relating to
contesting the cases filed before the court. But the NLASO does not pay the ad
valorem court fee, which is pre-condition for filling some cases before the court. But
there is no provision in LASA and/or rules framed under the law for payment of such
type of court fee in legal aid cases. Consequently poor people get disappointed when
they come to the legal aid for filling cases especially for want of ad valorem court fee.
Moreover, other incidental costs relating to handling case such as expense for client
and witness’s travelling, various types of miscellaneous expenses, arises from time
to time is not paid by the NLASO to the clients.
 Lawyers are the key role players in operation of legal aid programme particularly in
contesting cases before the courts. But it is often criticized on the part of stakeholders
that most of the lawyers do not show much interest to file and contest the legal aid
cases. Many panel lawyers do not provide quality legal services to the clients. They
are reluctant to take necessary steps in pending cases. Clients often make allegation
against the lawyers claiming that they do not help the clients providing information
about the progress of the case. Staffs and officers of district legal aid office also allege
that most of the panel lawyers are reluctant to submit the monthly and quarterly report
to DLAC. As a result, legal aid office is in the darkness about the status of cases filed,
pending and disposed of.
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 Under the amended provision of LASA, ADR is treated as a form of legal aid. DLAO
model of ADR is an excellent initiative incorporated in LASA. According to section
21A, any Court or Tribunal, if think fit, may refer the case to District Legal Aid Officer
for ADR. Further to this, before filing any case on behalf of legal aid clients, DLAO,
as of first instance, with the consent of the parties, attempts to settle the dispute
through ADR process. But the concerned Court/Tribunals are not referring the cases
to DLAO for amicable settlement. As such, the DLAO model of ADR cannot be
instituted to a large scale.
 Lengthy delivery process of legal aid service sometimes seems to be not user-friendly
considering the urgent need of poor and impoverished. There exists lack of coordination and communication between the legal aid committees, legal aid offices,
panel lawyers and the clients.
 DLAC is facing a dilemma with the matter of filing and handling GR case due to
various complexity in this regard. The core objective and intention of the NLASO
service is to support vulnerable and disadvantage victims of crime and violence, e.g.,
acid, trafficking, disable, and other violence against women.2 However the
government service under the existing legal framework is not clear about the issue of
how a victim/complainant being supported already by the office of the PP or the GRO
as the case may be, could also receive a legal aid lawyer to assist the Government
Prosecutor.
 Widespread lack of awareness and knowledge about the service amongst target
beneficiaries, service providers and other stakeholders h as been found to be the prime
reason for the government legal aid service not being successful in achieving its target.
7.2

Prospects of State Funded Legal Aid Scheme

 NLASO is a statutory body created by law with permanent character having specific
mission and vision and also a methodology to achieve its goal. NLASO has a roadmap
for its future attainment. As a part of this roadmap, NLASO has been implementing a
strategic plan prepared for a period of five years. Legal Aid Committees as well as
other work units formed under the NLASO framework aligned themselves with
common goals. Following the amendment in 2013 LASA 2000 itself act as strength
for the government legal aid service. LASA contains primarily the structural
requirements for the overall administration of a legal aid programme, i.e.,
establishment of national organization, its head office, formation of National
Governing Board (NGB) and its discretion, management, duties and functions of the
organization, staffing, board and responsibilities, subordinate committees and their
composition, meetings and responsibilities, the financial management, reporting and
monitoring procedure, panel lawyer’s enlistment requirement etc. The government
legal aid system has been given an institutional status by the Act of the Parliament.

2
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 A major strength of government funded legal aid program can be demonstrated as of
its sustainability and longevity. One of the main reason behind this sustainability is
infrastructural and monetary support from the government side. NLASO receive fund
for legal aid from the government revenue budget in every fiscal year. NLSO did not
face fund crisis yet for operation of legal aid program. The availability of necessary
fund and other resources from the government side helped the NLASO in
administering countrywide legal aid program. This also made the government legal
aid program stable and long lasting.
 NLASO has made significant achievement in developing the mechanism of providing
nationwide legal aid service for the last couple of years through a number of
initiatives. Reform of laws and policy, establishment of district legal aid office,
recruitment of staffs, formation of legal aid committee at Upazila and Union level,
upgrading the panel lawyers list, increasing the eligibility range of legal aid recipient,
regular allocation of legal aid fund to DLACs, raising panel lawyers fee, skill
development of officers and staffs through training etc made the government legal
aid system more effective and progressive.
 Bangladesh retains judiciary dominated legal aid mechanism. Judges are the key
persons as well as integral part of whole government legal aid system. The
government legal aid service is currently administered through the DLACS, each
chaired by the respective District and Session Judge who also presided over the
judicial structure of the district. District Legal Aid Officer who acts as head of district
legal aid office and also member secretary of DLAC is a judicial officer in the rank of
Senior Assistant Judge/Assistant Judge. During the survey it has been found that the
District and Session Judges symbolised and professed as the guardian of justice; hold
an inherent degree of respect by the legal judicial community as well as the society at
large. This also strengthens the acceptance of his/her leadership amongst key
administrative, judicial and private sector actors involved in the operation of
government legal aid service.
 National Governing Board (NGB) of NLASO, which is the highest policy maker of
government legal aid services has ample authority to exercise all powers in all such
functions as needed for administrations of NLASO. Section 7 (b) empower the NGB
to take projects for expanding, upgrading and promoting legal aid programmes, subsection (b) authorize the NGB to take and research activities for providing legal aid.
This power has increased the strength of NLASO that ultimately promoted the
NLASO to develop an effective, efficient and appropriate operational mechanism.
 The current legal framework of various legal aid committees, such as SCLAC,
DLAC, LLAC, CALAC, UPLAC, ULAC are principally a representative body
comprising the key persons of the judiciary, administration, prison, police, health
sector, District Bar Association, NGOs, women’s organisation, government law
officers etc. It forms a forum of key stakeholders involved in the respective justice e
delivery system that has the potential as a strong platform for advocacy and outreach
that are needed in addressing the causes of vulnerable and disadvantaged people.
 A remarkable progress in the government legal aid sector, without any doubt, is
establishment of separate District Legal Aid office and posting of full time District
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Legal Aid Officers from judicial cadres in those offices. This helped the NLASO at a
large scale, to institutionalize the countrywide government legal aid programme
faster. The office of District Legal Aid Officer works as secretarial unit of DLACs. It
implements DLACs decision and ensures the quality of legal services given to the
clients through panel lawyers.
 NLASO attitude towards public private partnership as well as joint collaboration with
other organizations both GO & NGOs is praiseworthy. NLASO, with the mandate of
LASA started various legal aid programme like training, workshop, seminar,
awareness campaign etc with the joint collaboration of GO-NGOs. Community
leaders, NGO, local government representatives, professional associations, media,
and other civil society members are highly fascinated with such approaches of
NLASO. This constructive approach is very helpful for addressing necessary
awareness, outreach and also for spreading out the legal services to the grass root
people.
7.3

Problems of NGO Legal Aid

 Most NGOs are dependent on foreign sources for fund. These NGOs have neither own
fund nor or any other internal sources for implementation of non-profit projects. Donor
agencies, international NGOs, development partners, multinational organizations provide
fund to the NGOs for implementation of various projects or scheme especially in
education, health, legal aid, human rights, women empowerment issues. Furthermore, the
procedures followed by the government for disbursement of the donor’s fund are complex
and cumbersome
 Most of the NGO legal aid activities are the result of time-bound project-approach with
a quantitative aims that often confined to targeted beneficiary categories, such as scheme
for violence against women victims, child trafficking, disable people etc. Projects are
taken for short span of time usually for one or multiple years. This limitation of NGO
legal aid makes a barrier to the sustainability of legal aid programs.
 It is true that some unscrupulous elements have made fortunes by floating NGOs for
their own gains and managing grants from the foreign donors as well as government.
It is a common experience that there have been serious charges of misuse and
misappropriation of funds received as grant-in-aid form the government, foreign
donors and raised through their own resources by the most of the NGOs. These NGOs
may reflect its image to other NGOs who are working with dedication and
commitment
 Sometimes, the need of legal aid and human rights activities are not properly
addressed through the intervention of projects. In most of the cases, education, health,
micro-credit etc. are given the highest priority by the NGOs in compared with the area
of law and justice such as legal aid, legal literacy, legal empowerment etc. Donors
prefer the choice of NGOs while funding in welfare activities going beyond their own
interest or working in more than one programme. This also leads to cut of NGO based
legal aid programme.
 The lack of coordination among the NGOs now existed at various levels has made
some common problems such as overlapping, duplication, non-coordination etc. The
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absence of a common forum among the NGOs creates a big gap in implementing
NGO legal aid programs. The management of various NGOs does not facilitate
exchange of information, data collection, research, training and publication and also
does not create favorable conditions where common difficulties can be placed before
the respective authorities of NGOs.
7.4

Strengths of NGO Legal Aid

 There are some NGOs, which are still pioneer in the legal aid field of Bangladesh.
Most of the legal aid programmes that initiated by some prominent NGOs in
Bangladesh now got structural shape. This is a unique development, which actually
rooted the seed for revolution of legal aid in Bangladesh. Some leading NGOs in the
legal aid field became expertise in delivery of legal services all the way through their
long experience and commitment to this area of law and justice.
 Legal aid provided by different NGOs in Bangladesh has a good variation in compared
with the nature and mode of legal services. Different NGOs adopted different model
of legal aid, which ultimately become helpful in fulfilling the need of justice seekers.
Some NGOs specially emphasize on court representation, some on legal empowerment
and legal literacy, some on legal advice and counseling services and some focus on
legal mobilization. This made the NGO legal aid service diversified, wide ranging and
pro-people oriented.
 A common consensus developed among the people that NGO operated legal aid
programs have easy access compared to those of the state sponsored scheme. People
have a confidence in the NGO services for their service-oriented, result-based and
friendly approaches. NGOs maintain the biggest network with the common people
especially the grassroots people. This connectivity may be utilised for promotion of
legal services among the poor and disadvantaged people throughout the country.
 NGO’s advisory services especially

the advising, counseling, assisting in
administrative process, drafting of legal documents as well as initial support to the
clients through paralegal have proved useful. Further to this, NGOs have vast
experiences in spreading out the legal awareness and education to the disadvantaged
populations as a form of outreach activities.

7.5

Legal Aid Providing Organizations: A Comparative Study

There is a clear distinction among legal aid providing organizations with regard
to geographical coverage, funding sources, human resources, performance etc.
Some organizations though receive fund from the government while some are
fully dependant on donors. Some organizations have wide coverage with
countrywide branch offices rendering variety of legal services while some’s
services and working areas are limited. However, a clear picture of the studied
organizations is given below for comparative analysis of the strength and
weakness:
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A.

Geographical Coverage

Name of Organization

District

Upazila

Union

NLASO

64

268

2631

08

-

-

VSC

(07 division+ 01 district)

B.

MSPVW (OCC)

40

20

-

ASK

19

-

-

BLAST

19

BRAC

61

425

4216

BNWLA

34

18

12

MLAA

12

43

282

NU

11

25

Service Recipients
Name of
Organization
NLASO
VSC

Nos. of legal aid
recipients (2014)
36,352
724

MSPVW

2554

ASK

15209

BLAST

9982

BRAC

22332

BNWLA

3360

MLAA

1329

NU

3625
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C.

Funding Source
Name of Organization

Government of Bangladesh, UNDP, USAID, CIDA, MJF.

VSC

Government of Bangladesh, UNDP, DFID, European
Union

MSPVW

Government of Bangladesh and Government of Denmark,
Danish International Development Assistance (DANIDA

ASK

Save the Children International, Oxfam-Novib, The
Swedish
Embassy-Dhaka,
Swiss
Agency
for
Development and Cooperation, The Royal Norwegian
Embassy-Dhaka, The Embassy of Denmark, NETZGermany

BLAST

UNDP, DANIDA, OXFAM-NOVIB, GIZ, Save the
Children International, Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherland.
BRAC, AusAid, UKAid.

BRAC
BNWLA

Government of Bangladesh, Save the
Children
International, USAID, Plan Bangladesh, The Asia
Foundation, European Comission
UNDP, EU, GIZ, Danish Embassy, MJF.

MLAA
NU

D.

Funding Source

NLASO

European Union, Christian Aid, Child Hope-UK, MJF,
One World Action-UK.

Human Resources
Name of
Organization
NLASO
VSC
MSPVW
ASK
BLAST
BRAC
BNWLA
MLAA
NU

Number of manpower
216
68
287
188
218
427
236
09
225
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E.

Key Strength and Weakness

Organization

Key Strength

Key Weakness

NLASO

Governmental
organization,
operation of countrywide legal aid
program, variety of legal services,
fund come from revenue budget
having institutional organogram
and judge dominated legal aid
mechanism.

Lack of strong monitoring
tools and proper coordination
with NGOs, want of massive
awareness at grassroots and
panel lawyers are less
motivated.

VSC

Speedy but quality service, need
based services, availability of
resources, excellent institutional
environment, rapid institutional
growth.
Multi nature of services, developed
an
effective
coordination
mechanism,
women friendly
environment and establishment of
some sector wise institutions.

Types of service as well as
working area are limited and
lack of countrywide branch
office.

MSPVW

Project based services and
time bound activities

ASK

Countrywide reputation, strong legal
background,
research
based
organization, vast expertise in the
area of legal aid and human rights,
positive image in judicial arena.

Donor dependency, lack of
countrywide branch offices,
donor dependency causes
changing of priorities.

BLAST

A complete legal aid organization,
countrywide reputation, skilled and
devoted panel lawyers, nationwide
network, good terms with the
governmental agencies.

Donor dependency, lack of
resources and limited working
area.

BRAC

Largest NGO in the world, self
funding source, extensive outreach
in the grass root, strong monitoring
system,

Limited legal aid service and
it does not activated in the
superior court

BNWLA

Target oriented, victim friendly and
gender sensitized

Lack of countrywide branch
offices and donor dependency

MLAA

Expertise in alternative dispute
resolution mechanism, research
based and resourceful.

Donor dependency and
Regionally focusing.

Systematic
approach,
gender
sensitive and women focusing

Donor
dependency
limited working area

NU
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and

7.6

Donors Intervention in Progressing Legal Aid

Donors have been playing a key role in progressing legal aid and human rights in
Bangladesh over the last two decades. Donor agencies as well as various international
organizations and communities have recently been increasingly given priority in funding
the GoB, NGOs, Civil Society and Community Based Organizations on legal aid, ligel
literacy, legal empowerment and human rights issues. Funding amount varies depending
upon the donor policies and the capacity of the local NGO to utilize the funds. NGOs
having a sound track record and an effective organizational structure with proper
monitoring tools in place are more likely to receive larger and repeated grants. NGOs
that are able to show the effectiveness and great performance of their programs are also
more likely to receive grant. A picture of donors activities in legal aid field across the
country is given below:
Donors

Project Name
Key Objectives
Justice Sector Facility Improve communication, coordination
project
and cooperation (3Cs) between justice
sector institutions and strengthen the
capacities of key justice sector
agencies.
Promoting Access to
Justice
and
Human
Rights in Bangladesh
project
Judicial
(JUST)

UNDP

USAID

Strengthening

Strengthen mechanisms for promotion
and protection of human rights and the
delivery of justice for all, particularly
the poor and disadvantaged persons.
Improved Case Management in the
Supreme Court and selected court
deliver improved services for court
users. Dormitory

Activating Village Courts Strengthening a system of alternative
in Bangladesh
dispute resolution in selected Union
Parishads through the establishment of
village courts and improves access to
justice
for
disadvantaged
and
marginalized groups and enhances
human rights systems.
Justice for All Programme Strengthen legal aid service delivery,
improve judicial services delivered to
the public, increase legal literacy
among target populations
Protecting Human Rights Increased use of formal and informal
(PHR)
justice systems by human rights
survivors, increased support services to
human rights abused survivors and
public awareness on human rights
issues improved.
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GIZ

DFID

Improvement of the Real Overcrowding reduction in the project
Situation
of
area prisons, mediating disputes
Overcrowding in Prisons
through mediation and restorative
in Bangladesh (IRSOP)
justice in the community level and
assisting the released prisoners in resettlement and re-integration.
Community Legal Service Improve access to justice for people by
supporting the delivery of legal
services to poor, marginalized and
socially excluded communities in
hard-to-reach areas.
Access to Justice through Establish community legal service in
Community
Legal
areas that have yet to be exposed to
Service
interventions aimed at improving the
formal or informal justice system.
Making Women Legal Increase access to justice willingness of
Rights
Reality
in targeted women to seek justice through
Bangladesh
community
based
legal
service
Child Safety Net Project

World Vision

UKAid

MJF

The Royal
Danish
Embassy

To reduce children’s vulnerability to
trafficking, abuse and exploitation and
also works for increasing rates of
identification, rescue, rehabilitation,
and reintegration for survivors.
Provide effective access to justice, both
formal and informal, at the community
level, especially for the poor, women,
children, religious/ethnic minorities,
and other marginalized groups;

Promoting
Access
to
Justice through Enhanced
Responsiveness
and
Accountability
of
Communities and Public
Institutions
Ensuring Effective Legal Creating mass awareness for both
Aid Support Services
community and service provider to
ensure better utilization of legal aid
fund and Activate the SCLAC.
Ensuring Rights of the Improve access to Justice for the
Marginalized Population
marginalized peoples and ensure
demanding their rights.
Combating
Violence To prevent and protect VAW at partners
Against Women
working area by increasing the
participation of women leaders
Protection of working Access to government and nonchildren and vulnerable
government services like health and
workers
legal services and social safety net
program of government increased.
Access to Justice and Access to Justice in formal and informal
Human Rights
system, Awareness raising and
Capacity Building of stakeholders.
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The Norwegian
Embassy in
Dhaka

International
Organization
for Migration
(IOM).

CIDA

DRISHTIPAT,
USA

EU through lead
organization
Handicap
International
Federation
The Royal
Danish
Embassy
International
Organization
for Migration
(IOM)

Strengthening
Activism Access to legal aid service, access to
Towards Human Rights
Human
rights
standards
and
Culture in Bangladesh
mechanisms are increasingly applied
by the wider civil society, access to
justice for disempowered people is
enhanced and the rights of working
children are promoted.
Prevention and Protection To address trafficking in children,
of Victims of Human
adolescent girls and women in
Trafficking
in
Bangladesh through coordinated and
Bangladesh (PPVHT-B)
integrated interventions and build the
Project
capacity of the NGOs as well as
government officials on the issue of
counter-trafficking.
The Disable People’s Influence the lives of persons with
International of Human
disability in the area of Access to
Rights Defender (HRD)
justice education, employment etc.
Access to Justice for the
Develop human rights tools, mechanism
Realisation of Human
and approach to claim their rights to the
Rights and Advocacy for opportunities and services made
the Empowerment of the available through pro-poor development.
Poor
Access to Justice for
Persons in Disabilities in
Bangladesh

To publish a gazette notification to
bring into force sections 31 and 36 of
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Act, 2013 so that women and men with
disabilities can access their rights.

Access to Justice and
Human Rights

Increase access to justice to empower
disadvantaged people particularly
women.

Prevention and Protection
of Victims of Human
Trafficking in
Bangladesh (PPVHT-B)
Project

Develop the capacity of government
officials for sustainability of integrated
approach to address trafficing of
children, adolescent girls and women.
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Projects Working Area
Project Name
Justice Sector Facility (JSF) project

District
22

Working Area
Upazila

Union

Judicial Strengthening (JUST)

3

Promoting Access to Justice and Human
Rights in Bangladesh project
Justice for All (JFA) Programme

-

-

-

8

80

770

Protecting Human Rights (PHR)

06

08

102

Ensuring Effective Legal Aid Support
Services
Improvement of the Real Situation of
Overcrowding in Prisons in Bangladesh
(IRSOP)
Community Legal Service (CLS)

7

18

66

70

18+2

22

Access to Justice through Community
Legal Service
Promoting Access to Justice through
Enhanced Responsiveness and
Accountability of Communities and Public
Institutions
Activating Village Courts in Bangladesh

4

10

5

11

-

-

Child Safety Net Project.

09

25

Access to Justice and Human Rights

03

12

Strengthening Activism Towards Human
Rights Culture in Bangladesh
Prevention and Protection of Victims of
Human Trafficking in Bangladesh
(PPVHT-B) Project
Making Women Legal Rights Reality in
Bangladesh

350

22

12

16

64
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7.7

Joint Strategy Paper on GO-NGO Partnership

GO-NGO collaboration necessarily means accommodation of the non-governmental
organizations to some appropriate extent in government legal aid activities. It indicates
diversified acts for each collaborating actors, based on the different roles and the
strength of the partner organizations. Government organizations are often considered
too bureaucratic and conventional while at the same time having financial strengths. On
the contrary, NGOs are perceived to be result oriented and too resource scarce but able
to communicate with the grass root people. These uncommon features can be reconciled
through joint collaboration.
The prime significance of collaboration between the GO and NGO is that the relative
strengths of the two partners compliments each other, helping to ensure effective
implementation of programs on a wider scale which is mutually beneficial and impact
generating. NGO has flexibility, wide coverage and donor fund at its disposal. It is well
known that the government departments do not have the scope of going beyond the
prescribed rules and regulations in doing business. But the NGO enjoys the freedom or
flexibility in the way to achieve their desired goal/s and objectives.
It has been observed from the current study that the core success actually lies in the
fact that the NGOs combine their legal aid activities with legal literacy, policy advocacy
and public awareness programs backed by service-oriented and target -group friendly
approaches. A strong referral system of legal aid case would work better for both GO
and NGO channel.
There is no perceived negative competition or conflict of interest between government
legal aid services and NGO provided legal aid services. These two services are rather
seen as mutually complimentary to each other. Limited overlapping may be found in
various diversified areas of legal aid, these can be avoided through a consistent
monitoring system.
GOB has though in principle accepted NGOs as partner of development, but as yet
have any specific policy as how the NGOs should involve in development activities.
Collaborative relationship between GoB and NGO need to be formalized within a legal
framework. All existing laws and regulations concerning NGO need to be updated.

Possible areas of collaboration
Areas of collaboration
Activities
Capacity
building
of Active engagement with the GOs for law and
organizations
policy reforms;
Organize training events on legal aid issues;
Initiate professional development courses;
Training
curriculum
and
materials
development;
Make the wanted resources available;
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Collect data, information etc and conduct needPlanning, decision making based research for policy reforms;
and policy reforms
Provide technical support in making decision;

Referral

Plan and design the programs;
Provide inputs for planning and decision
making;
Initiate a referral mechanism for legal aid
Bring out the selected organizations under
referral system and implement the referral
process;

Creating Public Awareness

Networking

Knowledge generation of legal aid issues;
Dissaminate legal education;
Increase legal literacy ratio;
Increase legal empowerment;
Awareness raising initiatives;
Develop community based legal services;
Linking the GO-NGO legal aid organizations;
Develop a negotiation through group
mobilization;

In order to make an effective collaboration between GO and NGOs from legal aid
perspective, following issues need to be considered:
(a) Relevant laws and policies concerning overall GO and NGO relation need to be
harmonized. There are some laws concerning the issues but these laws do not work
well due to lack of relevant rules. Therefore, rules need to be framed based on
current situation of GO-NGO relation. .
(b) An independent third party organization like ‘NGO Comission’ can be established
for sector wise smooth functioning of collaborative activities between GO &
NGOs.
(c) Inter Ministrial Coordination and Consultation system should be developed for
effective coordination, consultation and sharing of information before finalizing
any project or program.
(d) Joint responsibilities for each ministry, division and organization specilly at the
program or project implementation stage must be specified.
(e) The functioning of current NGO Bureau is not satisfactory. The NGOs, project and
program authorities face serious troble especially in coordination. NGO Bureau
can open a separate ‘Coordination Cell’ to develop and oversee the GO-NGO
collaboration.
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(f) Conflict of interest as well as overlapping in respect of areas of work or rendering
services to the people either by the donors, NGOs or government organizations
must be minimized.
(g) Government can select some NGOs having wide coverage both national and
regional level for creating awareness in legal aid. Government, in this regard, may
issue an order to introduce a program on legal aid side by side their other regular
activities.
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Chapter-VIII
Conclusion and Key Recommendations
8.1 Conclusion
An ideal legal aid system portrayed by this mapping refers to a mechanism that is
simple, easier and accessible by the people who actually need the support most, and
perceived to be a vehicle for ensuring justice, and not merely an aid to support the poor
to enter the judicial process. The legal aid system, whether it is governmental or nongovernmental, must be pro-poor, demand- based, service-oriented and beneficiaryfriendly for betterment of the poor justice seekers.
The legal aid system of Bangladesh should be governed with a mission of two-prong
strategic approach - remedial and preventive. Remedial approach prescribes traditional
legal aid programs emphasizing court representation for the client in legal proceedings
while the preventive aspect comprises strategic components that attempt in creating new
areas of legal aid needed and also increasing the capacity of key actors to achieve the
real objectives of legal aid scheme.
The legal aid oproviding organizations studied above have made great contribution in
rendering legal aid to the poor and impoverished across the country. The legal aid
services now available in Bangladesh are of wide ranging from traditional to formal
legal means. These organizations work for legal aid in terms of their own policy and
capacity. There is a good partnership among various organizations. But building a
positive image and peoples trust is a big challenge for governmental organizations.
NGO led legal aid program is a time-bound project-approach with quantitative aims and
are often confined to certain specified beneficiary categories. NGOs can overcome these
problems with attempt for sustainability of the programs. A concert of public-private
initiatives, community attachment, promotional activities, massive awareness at grass
root, broader social responsibility among the key actors is what lies behind the great
success of legal aid.

8.2 Key Recommendations
A. Institutional, Organization and Structural Reforms
1. The official status of NLASO is still a governmental organization which is termed as
Directorate. As a national institution, its status needs to be upgraded. Now the office
chief of NLASO is Director who is equivalent to Joint Secretary. To make an effective
control over all national and regional legal aid committees and other authorities, the
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position of Director may be raised to Director General equivalent to Additional
Secretary.

2. NLASO faces acute manpower crisis in it’s headquarter. NLASO operates legal aid
functioning with only 24 officers and staffs, many of whom are not yet recruited. The
NLASO organogram needs to be revised with minimum 60 officers and staffs. The
recruitment outline should include ICT background personnel, judicial officers from
different tiers, lawyers and professional counselors on service basis, training experts,
researchers, accounts and financial management personnel, public relation officers
with sufficient number of support staffs.
3. The NLASO headquarter is presently positioned at the rented house in Baily Road,
Dhaka. In order to set up a sustainable infrastructure, the headquarter of NLASO
should be shifted to a self-owned house. This headquarter should be reasonably
equipped with logistic equipments and resources considering the extent of
governance, monitoring, management systems along with monitoring and
coordination network that may facilitate the NLASO to operate the legal aid program
all over the country.
4. The institutionalization of legal aid providing NGOs has been hampered due to lack
of fund and other resources. NGOs are fully dependent on donors for fund. But donors
fund is often limited to activities of specific project or programs. As a result, NGOs
can not do anything beyond their project proposal. Government may come forward
with fund for housing and other infrastructure of leading legal aid providing NGOs.
B. Procedural Reforms
Most of the procedural complexity so far existed in legal aid management has been
removed by the NLASO with a number of positive initiatives. However, following
factor should be considered to remove other complexity or barriers:
1. Chairman of District Legal Aid Committee who strictly remains busy with judicial
and administrative work is still approval authority of legal aid application. It would
be wise to empower the granting power of application to District Legal Aid Officer
for its quick disposal. Applications received for legal aid should be disposed on daily
basis instead of waiting with all the applications for the monthly meeting next to be
held.
2. There is no specific procedure for submission of legal aid application specifically
about the application come from the referral channel and prison. Different DLACs
follow different procedure in receiving the legal aid application from Upazila, Union
committee, NGOs and prisons. The main trouble for the referred applications is
communication gap. Due to lack of effective communication on the part of applicant
or referral organization, the disposal result remains non-communicative to the poor
applicants. Therefore, a uniform practice for the referral mechanism could be
developed so that the clients are effectively communicated.
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3. NLASO forms and registers need to be reviewed. NLASO developed 19 forms and
registers for its District, Upazila and Union Legal Aid Committee. These forms and
registers have been used for about 5 years. Now the law as well as rules and regulation
have been amended. NLASO service has been widely expanded. These forms and
registers should be reviewed urgently on need basis.
4. In line with the provision inserted in the newly formulated Legal Aid Regulation,
separate forms/registers need to be developed for case management and case diary,
which will be used in district legal aid office.
5.

NGOs face huge troubles in releasing fund come from donors in various government
channels including NGO Bureau. Fund releasing procedure in Bangladesh is lengthy,
complex and cumbersome. It often makes the NGOs frustrated. Development
programs of the country is greately hampered. This situation makes the donors
unpleasant. The formalities followed in releasing fund must be mde simple, easier
and donor friendly.

C. Accessibility and simplicity of legal services
1.

DLAC maintains series of official procedure that starts with submission of
application for legal aid. These formalities now maintained in providing legal aid
from beginning to ending should be minimized to a reasonable limit.

2.

Legal advice can be one of the best supports for the legally distressed people. But
this support is not yet available in 64 district legal aid office due to non-posting of
District Legal Aid officer in full range. Full time District Legal Aid Officer need to
be appointed soon in all districts for the interest of justice seekers.

3.

Legal aid services must be easy accessible for the women, children and other
vulnerable group or community. This service should be made available at every
contact point. Initiatives can include appointment of panel lawyer on part time basis
in some crucial points such as Jail, Juvenile Court, Police Stations etc for
representation of the victims. Special program can be taken to meet the legal need
of the affected person including the prison or other institutions to take interview and
taking steps readily for under-trials or detainee.

4.

According to the provision of LASA 2000, NLASO mandate is not limited to
provide legal aid only to those whose incapacity of seeking justice is constrained
merely by financial insolvency. Therefore, the ‘income limit’ criteria should not be
strictly applied in giving legal aid. In terms of LASA, it is the sole consideration of
NLASO to determine the eligibility criteria of legal aid applicants. Side by side the
financial capacity, other relevant issues like socio-economic perspective as well as
real scenario, nature of case etc should be taken into consideration.

5.

DLAC chairman remains tremendously busy with the entire administration of
judgeship as well as his own judicial functions. Therefore, the approval authority of
legal aid application should be shifted to District Legal Aid Officer from DLAC
Chairman for its quick disposal. Presently it is already being practised in a good
number of districts.
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6.

From the client’s view, the panel lawyer’s service to the legal aid recipients is not
satisfactory. Most of the legal aid clients are not happy with the role of panel lawyers
particularly in protecting the client’s interests. District Legal Aid Officers and staffs
opined that lack of sincerity devotion on the part of panel lawyers and poor
honorarium is the prime reason behind this performance.

D. Ensure speedy but quality legal services
1.

One of the major findings identified by this mapping is lack of speedy and quality
legal services on the part of panel lawyers in dealing legal aid cases. Most of the
panel lawyers have little commitment and it ultimately causes poor services to the
clients. Many opines that the poor performance or reluctance of panel lawyers in
dealing legal aid cases is closely connected with inadequacy of panel lawyer’s fee
provided by NLASO for their services. Therefore, rates of fees given to the panel
lawyers need to be reviewed in more practical terms in order to encourage the
lawyers in paying more attention and quality services to the legal aid clients.

2.

Panel of lawyers should be restructured. New panel may be made with the lawyers
having efficiency, proficiency and expertise in legal profession. Devotion to legal
aid work and poor friendly attitude must be given the highest priority in the process
of enlisting panel lawyers. The panel should be consists of the lawyers having
proven track in the respective fields such as civil, criminal, family matters, women
suppression etc.

3.

Quality of legal services can be improved at a large scale with the capacity building
of panel lawyers. Lawyers as a community of legal aid providers, should learn the
strategies how the client’s need would be properly addressed. Extensive training
programme on sensitization, case handling, client counseling, skill development etc
should therefore be on high priority of NLASO.

4.

A code of conduct for the panel lawyers of NLASO may be framed. Further to this,
a strong recommendation of this mapping is to take effective initiatives on
improving and monitoring the quality of legal aid services. One crucial aspect in this
regard is to ensure that the panel lawyers provide the same quality of services, as
they would have done in the case of their own private clients. A monitoring system
therefore needs to be established to monitor and evaluate the overall performance of
panel lawyers.

5.

It is often seen that people facing various legal crisis come to the NGOs for help
but NGOs cannot provide relevant support if such helping area is not within the
purview of concerned NGO. Therefore, strong referral system can be developed to
respond all legal aid seeking people. By following referral method, non-legal aid
providing organizations may also help the client referring the case to the relevant
legal aid providing organizations.
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E. Publicity, Awareness, Campaign and Community Mobilization
1. Massive awareness programs must be adopted both at national and local level with
a view to spread out the message of legal aid across the country.
2. Media campaign on the legal aid should be undertaken through both print and
electronic media. Legal aid concerning TVC, Talk-Show, Documentary, Cinema
Clips, Folklore Music and Cultural Shows can be telecast through radio and
television. On the other hand, legal aid related news, advertisement, report etc can
be published through national and local newspapers.
3. Legal aid related Bill board; Sign Board etc should be displayed at prime locations
particularly in front of District Court, Bar Association office, District Comissioners
office, Prison, Police Station, UNO, Upazila and Union Chairman office. Hotline
number or other contact information must be inserted on the Bill Board and Sign
Board.
4. The information related to the legal aid would be more effective if these are
circulated through the teachers, imams, kazis and other religious leaders of the
temple, churce etc. Organizing workshop, seminar, exchange meeting etc on legal
aid at grass roots level in participation of chairman, members, local elites as well
as school and madrasha teachers will create awareness among the people.
5. The local government representatives specially the Pouroshova Chairman,
Councilors, Upazila Chairman, Vice Chairman, UP Chairman, Female Members
should be sensitized about the government legal aid services. The role of local
representatives in making legal aid accessible for the poor must be well informed.
F. Partnership and Networking
1. It is imperative for the state to engage in partnership with non-state legal aid service
providers including NGOs, Civil Society Organizations, professionals and
community mobilizers for the promotion of legal aid across the country. It would
be difficult for the government alone to provide legal aid for all vulnerable people.
Coordiantion and cooperation among all legal aid providing organizations are
essential as their objectives are same.
2. The government needs to probe into the mechanism, tools, means and strategies
applied by the private sector initiatives in legal aid field with a view to identify the
lessons and best practices that could be replicated or adapted by the operational
policies and implementation module for the state-sponsored legal aid system.
3. The legal aid providing organizations can share their views and experience with
each other to serve the poor people better. Avoiding overlapping activities, GONGOs should exchange their views, experience, case study, resources and other
output in this regard in meetings and sittings.
4.

Joint collaboration between GO-NGO on dissemination as well as complementing
each other's services and exchange of information would be a very effective
strategy for fruiteful networking. Specific initiative can be taken to develop
collaboration with local NGOs in addressing promotional activities at the grass root
including legal literacy program.
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5. Government can take steps to engage some well reputed NGOs having wide
coverage both national and regional level for creating awareness in legal aid.
Government should primarily select some NGOs capable of running awareness
based legal aid program. The government, in this regard, may issue an order to
introduce a program on ‘legal aid’ side by side their other regular activities.
G. Reporting, Transparency and Accountability
1. A sound reporting system is available in government legal aid. NLASO developed
various forms and registers to bring the subordinate offices, committees and panel
lawyers under monitoring tools. But NLASO has not been successful in
implementing the whole reporting system mainly for non cooperation on the part
of panel lawyers. Panel lawyers need to be motivated for proper and timely
reporting regarding their case status.
2. Reporting by the SLAC, DLAC, CALAC, UPLAC and ULAC to the NLASO must
be regular, consistent as per the formt designed by NLASO. However, some formts
are undated. These should be revised based on the current development of
government legal aid services.
3. NLASO should publish detailed annual report each year. The annual report should
be a compilation of largely quantitative monthly and quarterly reports with detailed
element of qualitative assessment done by all subordinate offices, service centres
and committees working under NLASO.
4. The accounts of NLASO and all its subordinate offices As well as committees is
auditable under section 18 of LASA 2000. Therefore it is recommended by this
study that NLASO and its subordinate offices fund disbursement, accounts,
expenses etc need to be regular auditing by the competent auditors.
5. People have very little information regarding the financial management of the fund
received by NGOs. Both the NGOs fund and activities should be accountable to the
public. Receipt of fund and its disbursement should be brought under both internal
and external auditing.
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